Meeting 020 – 2022-11-02 – pp 172-174
Pg. 172: Of the reason, or from whence it proceeds, or what is the Cause, why the QUERENT shall
NOT attain Wealth.
Carefully observe the planet who most obstructs or afflicts (a) the Lord of the Second, (b) or the
Lord/dispositor of POF, (c) or the Cusp of the Second house, (d) or the Moon, (e) Dispositor of the
POF





If the L1 Lord be that planet, then the querent himself is the cause
If the L2 Lord be in square or opposition to the POF, or the cusp of the second, then want of
money or want of a sufficient stock to set himself in employment is the cause.
If the L3 lord, then siblings or malifcious neighbours will be the cause
And so on through the twelve houses…

Can the Moon transfer light from a planet to POF? We thought the answer was no.
Lilly gives a general caution:







If the L2 lord or POF dispositor are unfortunate (i.e. malefics), yet they have essential dignity
or aspects to good planets, or be in good houses, they may be signifiers of substance.
also, an afflicted Jupiter or Venus may be obstructing planets even though they are benefics.
Keep in mind that wherever you find the south node (cauda draconis), it promotes detriment
and impediment in the things signified by that house, thusly:
In the second: by the querent’s own fault or laziness or negligence
In the third: hindrance by evil, beggarly, peevish kindred
Etcetera through all the houses.

p. 173 If the querent shall obtain the substance he demands, or hath lent, or the goods he hath
pawned.
This is for when the querent wants to know if he shall obtain money from the person of whom he
demands it or borrows from.



Lord of the Ascendant and the Moon are the signifiers of the querent. And the L2 lord of his
substance.
The seventh house and its lord signify the one of whom he intends to demand or borrow
money.

See if the L1 lord or Moon be joined to the L8 lord.








Or if L1/Moon is joined or aspects a planet in H8. If the planet is a fortune or if the aspect
itself is fortunate, the querent gets the money, or if borrowing the money will be lent,
reception not necessary.
If the L8 lord is an unfortunate and received the Ascendant or Moon Lord, the querent will
receive the substance, but will not if no reception is present. Or with so much difficulty the
querent will wish he had never asked.
p. 174 - If L8 is in the first or second house and L8 is received by the L1 or L2 lord, then
probably the querent will get what he wishes, but only if reception is present. If no reception
is present, it is an argument that his demand will be denied.
If L1 or the Moon is joined (does that mean a conjunction) to a fortune that has dignity in the
ascending sign or any sign intercepted in the H1, the matter will be affected.





If L1 or the Moon be joined to an Infortune that has dignity in any of the signs of the first
house and the infortune receives L1 or the Moon, the business will come to pass.
If L1 or the Moon be joined to a fortunate planet placed in H10 or H11, the matter will be
perfected, even with no reception.
Lilly finishes by saying that these judgements will always hold true, except for kings and
royalty, who pay slowly and on whom the law takes little notice.

Pg 174, next topic: If one shall acquire that gain or profit, wages or stipend from a king or
nobleman, general or commonwealth LT. General or any great person which he expects.









This formula will work for any situation where the querent is placed in a less powerful
position than that of the quesited.
Ascendant and L1 and Moon signify the querent, the tenth house and L10 signify the
quesited or person sought after. The second house goes with the querent, the eleventh
house “estate, money or substance” of the quesited.
If L1 or the Moon is joined to L11, or joined to any eleventh house planet that is benefic and
not in any way impedited or ill disposed, then the substance shall be obtained from the great
person.
If the Moon and L1 be joined to an unfortunate planet and is received into one of his
essential dignities, querent obtains substance but only after much effort and pain. Without
reception, the querent will receive nothing.
Lilly counsels to look very carefully at the essential dignities and recpetions when analyzing
the chart.

We ended Meeting 020 here.

